FireFinder® XLS
Nothing finds fires faster.
Nothing protects your future better.

Answers for infrastructure™
How can I protect occupants without burning my bottom line?

A FireFinder XLS panel is an investment in the safety of your people, your business and your tomorrow.

Nothing protects your people and your property like a FireFinder XLS system. When a fire is detected anywhere in your facility, the panel is instantly alerted. In less time than it takes to draw a single breath, alarms are activated and emergency control operations are engaged, including fire door closure, elevator capture and air handler shut-off. When first responders arrive, the FireFinder XLS gives them the critical information they need to make potentially life-saving decisions, courtesy of an industry-leading 6” LCD that provides crystal-clear, easy-to-read text, maps and hazmat icons.

The power of choice

In addition to providing you with the fastest, most intelligent fire safety system available, we offer you the security of options. The FireFinder XLS family includes control panels for large applications that support up to 2,500 addressable points, as well as panels for small- to mid-sized facilities with 500 addressable points or fewer. And the best part is that you are never locked into a single solution; each XLS product can be networked into other members of the FireFinder XLS family, which means your system can grow along with your needs.

A wide-open future

Perhaps the most important feature of the FireFinder XLS is the one you can’t see yet: its future expandability. Thanks to the efforts of our research and development team, the system is networkable and supports the option of integrated voice evacuation. Its true promise lies in the state-of-the-art hardware and software we’ve developed, which provide the platform on which groundbreaking new Siemens fire detection products are being developed.
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Answers for infrastructure™

Answers for infrastructure™
The FireFinder XLS Family

We have your future covered with configurations and solutions to meet your specific needs.

**FireFinder XLS**
- Ideal for large applications
- Up to 2,500 addressable points

**FireFinder XLSV**
- Available as an add-on to existing FireFinder XLS panel or as a separate panel
- Integrates the latest voice evacuation technology for intelligible, undistorted voice messages
- 8 digital audio channels
- UL-listed for background music and paging
- Ideal for high-rise applications

**Network Command Center (NCC)**
- A PC-based central point of annunciation and control of networked FireFinder XLS systems
- Sophisticated graphics

**FireFinder XLS-500**
- Ideal for mid-sized applications
- Up to 504 addressable points

**New! Multilingual Support**
- PMI can be programmed to display messages in Spanish, Portuguese, French and Hebrew
- PMI can be programmed to provide a central point of annunciation and control for networked FireFinder XLS and MXL panels
A better view

Each FireFinder XLS panel features a center-mounted 6” LCD screen—by far the largest in the industry—giving firefighters and maintenance personnel an unparalleled view into the heart of the XLS system.

• Larger, more readable text—the XLS eliminates the need for cryptic abbreviations that can cause nightmares for first responders. Now, detailed descriptions appear for each event
• Floorplans and maps—fire personnel can see exactly where they are in relation to the activated fire device
• Hazmat icons—easily recognizable symbols are used to indicate the presence of explosive gases or liquids, poisons or fumes that firefighters may encounter

Built to fit

The FireFinder XLS system can scale to accommodate virtually any sized facility and can interconnect with other FireFinder XLS systems by simply adding a network interface card.

• Can interface with existing conventional systems
• Scalable to 64 data-gathering panels per system
• Can provide Style-7 wiring for increased network survivability
• Additional FireFinder XLS systems can be easily interconnected for additional expansion
• Compatible with Bus, Loop and Star configurations
• Optional Network Command Center for detailed graphics

Room to grow

The FireFinder XLS family is a platform you can build upon, offering compatibility with existing and emerging life safety products such as:

• FirePrint® Intelligent Fire Detector
• Sinorix™ 227 Clean Agent Fire Suppression System

And notification devices such as:

• Strobes—selectable strobes with face-mounted selector switches to allow adjustment of intensity levels after mounting
• Horns—compatible with a range of explosion-proof, weatherproof and electromechanical horns
• Speakers—can provide emergency voice evacuation and the option for paging and background music

The sound of safety

The FireFinder XLSV gives you the flexibility to install voice evacuation technology now, as an integral feature of your system panels, or later, as an add-on. The XLSV includes all the features of the FireFinder XLS, plus the ability to integrate voice-quality messages with locations throughout your building or campus.

• Multi-function audio channels can be used for emergency evacuation, as an everyday paging system or for playing background music
• Powerful, sensitive amplifiers provide wide frequency ranges for undistorted voice messages and music

Install confidence by installing a FireFinder XLS system in your facility. You’ll be making a smart decision to protect your people, your business and your future.

Contact your Siemens sales representative for more information.